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A3. TOOLS DEVELOPED FOR THE RESEARCH:  
QUIZ FOR PUPILS    

PROFILES 
SOCIAL: You are happy and social person going to school, you enjoy your friends’ 
company. Make sure that you share your skills with others! Life will be awesome

PRUDENT: You seem to be a very prudent person. Everyone has a talent and so 
do you. Let it shine out, is all you have to do. The people around you can give you 
some clues

EXPLORER: you are an Explorer. You are perseverant, creative, independent, 
determined. Your kindness will motivate your colleagues to join you in your 
activities

Title: A Day with your friend Answer to these questions to see what you’re made of!

1. You’re on vacation with your family. From the first day

a. You are looking for friends that you have not seen for a long time SOCIAL

b.  You start to plan trips in places where you want to explore EXPLORER

c.  You spend as much time with your family sharing your photo albums and what have you 
done PRUDENT

d.  You look for local people to explain to you the history and the things to do in this place 
EXPLORER

2. A new friend invites you to a secret boat ride. You’re very excited, you’ve never been before 
by boat. For you have not too much time to get ready, you put in the backpack 1 thing:

a. tablet/ smartphone SOCIAL 

b. chocolate bars PRUDENT

c. binoculars EXPLORER

d.  playing cards SOCIAL
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3. The boat trip begins, your friend is rowing, what do you do?

a. you watch him/her row and enjoy the sun like you were a sailor on vacation SOCIAL

b. you observe around the changing panorama and take pictures EXPLORER

c. you feel nervous and wish you told your parents you were going on a trip PRUDENT

d. you take your tablet/phone to see where you are on Google map SOCIAL

4. After some time, your friend tells you that he/she lost the way, what is your reaction?

a. You try to encourage him /her to not lose patience, but do not know what to do SOCIAL

b. You ‘re very scared, you try to call your parents although you never said that you left 
PRUDENT

c. You find your tablet / phone and try to find way home SOCIAL

d. Together you manage to find a solution to stay in the boat safely EXPLORER

5. you finally see an island and stop because it has started to rain heavily. You are happy to meet 
three people, but you discover that they do not speak your language. You do not understand 
what they say and they do not understand you, so

a. Ask your friend to continue the path through island to find someone who speaks your 
language  PRUDENT

b. You try to explain by signs that you need help to get shelter or to go back home SOCIAL

c. You start drawing on your tablet that you are looking for a shelter or the way home, 
hoping that they will understand SOCIAL

d.It’s time for you to be a hero as your favorite character EXPLORER

6. The rain has stopped, people helped you to find the way home, the sun came out, but there 
is water in your boat and you cannot return:

a. it’s time to enjoy the sun, to explore, to play with other kids on the island EXPLORER

b. You wait for your family to come get you PRUDENT

c. you talk to the fisherman you met on the island and ask him to explain you the way 
home SOCIAL

d. you plan with your tablet the route back home  SOCIAL
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7. As soon as you ensured that the boat is functional again, you prepare to return home, not 
before

a . getting some memories for your diary you write for your  cultural projects PRUDENT

b. taking some cool pictures for your  facebook account SOCIAL

c. taking some sparkling gems that you will definitely capitalize EXPLORER

d. getting the email or phone of the people who helped you enjoy the island SOCIAL

8. Finally you are glad that you’re back home safely

a.  You will never talk about this adventure with your friends PRUDENT

b.  You had an unforgettable experience and already preparing a new adventure with your 
friend EXPLORER

c.  You create a video with all images you made and distribute it on all your accounts 
SOCIAL

d. you decide to tell everything to your family and friends SOCIAL

Congratulations you found the way home!!!  
(draft in English available at: https://uquiz.com/oSAsja)   
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